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An unexpected role for TASK-3 potassium channels in network
oscillations with implications for sleep mechanisms and
anesthetic action
Abstract
TASK channels are acid-sensitive and anesthetic-activated members of the family of two-pore-domain
potassium channels. We have made the surprising discovery that the genetic ablation of TASK-3
channels eliminates a specific type of theta oscillation in the cortical electroencephalogram (EEG)
resembling type II theta (4-9 Hz), which is thought to be important in processing sensory stimuli before
initiating motor activity. In contrast, ablation of TASK-1 channels has no effect on theta oscillations.
Despite the absence of type II theta oscillations in the TASK-3 knockout (KO) mice, the related type I
theta, which has certain neuronal pathways in common and is involved in exploratory behavior, is
unaffected. In addition to the absence of type II theta oscillations, the TASK-3 KO animals show
marked alterations in both anesthetic sensitivity and natural sleep behavior. Their sensitivity to
halothane, a potent activator of TASK channels, is greatly reduced, whereas their sensitivity to
cyclopropane, which does not activate TASK-3 channels, is unchanged. The TASK-3 KO animals
exhibit a slower progression from their waking to sleeping states and, during their sleeping period, their
sleep episodes as well as their REM theta oscillations are more fragmented. These results imply a
previously unexpected role for TASK-3 channels in the cellular mechanisms underlying these behaviors
and suggest that endogenous modulators of these channels may regulate theta oscillations.
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TASK channels are acid-sensitive and anesthetic-activated mem-
bers of the family of two-pore-domain potassium channels. We
have made the surprising discovery that the genetic ablation of
TASK-3 channels eliminates a specific type of theta oscillation in
the cortical electroencephalogram (EEG) resembling type II theta
(4–9 Hz), which is thought to be important in processing sensory
stimuli before initiating motor activity. In contrast, ablation of
TASK-1 channels has no effect on theta oscillations. Despite the
absence of type II theta oscillations in the TASK-3 knockout (KO)
mice, the related type I theta, which has certain neuronal pathways
in common and is involved in exploratory behavior, is unaffected.
In addition to the absence of type II theta oscillations, the TASK-3
KO animals show marked alterations in both anesthetic sensitivity
and natural sleep behavior. Their sensitivity to halothane, a potent
activator of TASK channels, is greatly reduced, whereas their
sensitivity to cyclopropane, which does not activate TASK-3 chan-
nels, is unchanged. The TASK-3 KO animals exhibit a slower
progression from their waking to sleeping states and, during their
sleeping period, their sleep episodes as well as their REM theta
oscillations are more fragmented. These results imply a previously
unexpected role for TASK-3 channels in the cellular mechanisms
underlying these behaviors and suggest that endogenous modu-
lators of these channels may regulate theta oscillations.
EEG  knockout  REM  theta  wavelet
I f a sufficient number of neurons participate in network oscil-lations, then the local field potentials summate, and measur-
able voltage oscillations can be recorded in the electroenceph-
alogram (EEG). These oscillations are observed over a wide
range of frequencies and reflect the synchronous neuronal
activity that occurs during a variety of different behaviors. For
example, as animals explore their environments, as they learn
and lay down memories, as they process sensory input, and as
they sleep, characteristic oscillations occur in the ‘‘theta’’ range
of frequencies (4–12 Hz) (1). These theta oscillations are often
divided into two types (1–5): Type I, which occurs at slightly
higher frequencies (6–12 Hz), and type II (also known as arousal
theta), which occurs at the lower end of the range (4–9 Hz). Type
I theta is associated with exploratory behavior, walking, running,
and rearing, whereas type II theta is associated with immobility
during the processing of sensory stimuli relevant to initiating, or
intending to initiate, motor activity.
The neuronal networks that generate these theta oscillations
involve ascending pathways from the brainstem that project to
the hypothalamus and then to the medial septum/diagonal band
of Broca and the hippocampus (6–9). Where the true pacemaker
is located is unclear, but the basic requirements for a neuron to
oscillate are a depolarizing drive (such as a sodium current)
together with a restoring drive, such as a repolarizing potassium
current. Most computational models (10–12) include several
different ionic currents, some of which are well-characterized
and attributed to known ion channels (e.g., HCN channels
underlying Ih), whereas others are only defined operationally
(e.g., slow potassium currents).
We have been studying the role TASK-3 potassium channels
might play in general anesthesia. This channel is a member of a
family of 15 ‘‘background’’ or ‘‘leak’’ potassium channels (13)
that is directly inhibited by acid and activated by certain inha-
lational anesthetics (14, 15). During our initial experiments, we
monitored the cortical EEG as a function of anesthetic concen-
tration and made a striking observation. In wild-type mice, a
highly-tuned anesthetic-induced peak in the theta band of fre-
quencies (4–9 Hz), which appeared at around the concentrations
that induced a loss of righting reflex, was absent in the TASK-3
knockout (KO) animals. TASK-1 KO mice, on the other hand,
appeared identical to wild-type animals.
In this paper we show that the ablation of TASK-3 potassium
channels removes type II theta oscillations, but leaves type I
theta oscillations and exploratory behavior unaffected. More-
over, the TASK-3 KO mice show altered anesthetic sensitivity,
disrupted sleep behavior, and a fragmentation of both sleep
episodes and theta oscillations during REM sleep. These results
suggest that TASK-3 channels play key roles in anesthetic
sensitivity and the regulation of sleep.
Results
Anesthetic-Induced Loss of Righting Reflex. To assess any differ-
ences in anesthetic sensitivity between wild-type, TASK-1 KO,
and TASK-3 KO animals, we used the loss of righting reflex
(LORR) as an assay. In rodents, LORR is observed at the same
concentrations as loss of consciousness in humans (16), with a
comparably steep concentration-response curve reflecting a
sharp transition between the awake and anesthetized states. We
first investigated halothane because of its great efficacy in
activating TASK channels (14, 15, 17–19). We found that the
TASK-3 KO mice were significantly (P  0.001) less sensitive to
halothane, with an EC50 of 0.94 0.02% atm (n 12) compared
with 0.68  0.02% atm (n  19) for wild-type animals (Fig. 1A).
In contrast, TASK-1 KO mice showed only a small change in
anesthetic sensitivity with an EC50 of 0.78  0.01% atm; n  20.
To help assess if the difference between wild-type and TASK-3
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KO animals was specifically due to the absence of TASK-3
channels, we next investigated the effects of cyclopropane, an
anesthetic gas that, even at the highest concentrations, does not
significantly activate TASK-3 channels (20). We found that for
cyclopropane, the EC50 for LORR was identical (P  0.5) for
wild-type and TASK-3 KO animals, being 19.6 0.8% atm (n
10) and 19.0  0.8% atm (n  12), respectively (Fig. 1B).
An Atropine-Sensitive Theta Oscillation Is Absent in TASK-3 KO Mice.
In parallel with our LORR measurements, we recorded the
cortical EEG as a function of anesthetic concentration. In
wild-type animals, we observed the striking appearance of a
highly tuned peak in the theta range of frequencies (4–9 Hz)
in the power spectrum when the mice were exposed to halothane
at and above the concentrations that caused a LORR (Fig. 1C).
In contrast, this peak was absent in TASK-3 KO animals (Fig.
1D). We obtained the same results with another inhalational
general anesthetic, isoflurane (n  4). In wild-type animals, this
halothane-induced theta oscillation could be greatly (85%)
inhibited (n  3) by systemic atropine (50 mg/kg i.p.), a
nonselective antagonist of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors
(inset to Fig. 1C). The same dose of atropine had no significant
effect (n  6) on the power spectra from TASK-3 KO mice in
the presence of halothane (Fig. 1D) or on the power spectra from
wild-type (n  3) or TASK-3 KO (n  7) mice in the absence of
halothane. We also performed the above experiments using
TASK-1 KO mice and found identical results (n  4) to those
using wild-type animals (e.g., see Fig. 1E).
Atropine-sensitive theta oscillations (sometimes called type II
theta oscillations) that are resistant to the presence of anesthet-
ics aremediated byGABAergic and cholinergic projections from
the medial septum to the hippocampus (21, 22). To confirm that
this septohippocampal pathway was involved, we injected (n 
3) the local anesthetic lidocaine into the medial septum in
wild-type mice exposed to a concentration of halothane suffi-
cient to induce the sharply tuned theta oscillation. Lidocaine
injection caused an abrupt and almost complete elimination of
the theta peak; the effect reversed after about 20 min. This is
illustrated by the data of Fig. 1F, which shows theWavelet power
spectrum (see Materials and Methods) of the EEG as a function
of time, just before, and following, lidocaine injection in the
presence of halothane. The involvement of cholinergic pathways
is also suggested by the fact that anticholinesterase drugs such as
physostigmine produce slow type II theta oscillations in many
species, including mice (23–25). We confirmed this in wild-type
mice (n  3) and found that an i.p. injection of 0.2 mg/kg
produced a 270  60% increase (P  0.05) in peak theta power
centered at 4.5 Hz. In TASK-3 KO animals, in contrast, this dose
of physostigmine had no significant effect (n  3; P  0.1).
We next examined how the theta oscillation was influenced by
halothane concentration. For all three genotypes (wild-type,
TASK-1 KO, and TASK-3 KO), a peak in the theta range was
observed at low halothane concentrations (typically between 7–8
Hz), but this gradually shifted to lower frequencies as the
concentration of halothane increased (Fig. 2 A–C). With both
wild-type (n  8) and TASK-1 KO (n  6) mice, the peak
sharpened and the peak power greatly increased, reaching a
maximum at around 1% halothane. This is shown in Fig. 2D and
E where the ‘‘Quality’’-factor Q (defined as the peak frequency/
peak width) is plotted against anesthetic concentration. The
Q-factor is a measure of the ‘‘tuning’’ of the oscillation. For
TASK-3 KO mice (n  11), this tuned, atropine-sensitive, theta
oscillation was absent (Fig. 2F).
Cyclopropane, which is inactive on TASK-3 channels, caused
no significant increase in theta power for either wild-type (n 
7) or TASK-3 KO animals (n  8) over the range of concen-
trations tested (8–25% atm).
Exploratory Theta Oscillations in Wild-Type and TASK-3 KO Animals
Are Identical. Theta oscillations occur when animals explore their
environments (1, 5, 26), and we next investigated how this
‘‘exploratory’’ or type I theta was affected by the TASK-3
potassium channel ablation and the absence of type II theta.
Mice were placed in an activity monitor so that their walking
speed could be recorded at the same time as their EEG. The FFT
power spectra were essentially identical for the wild-type and
TASK-3 KO animals (Fig. 3A). However, because it has been
reported (27–30) that the frequency of the exploratory theta
oscillations increases with the speed of the animal, we investi-
gated whether or not this occurred in our mice. Because of the
limitations of conventional power spectra in terms of time/
frequency resolution, we calculated theWavelet power spectrum
(31) as a function of time (Fig. 3B) and, using the coordinates
provided by the activity monitor, calculated the frequency at
Fig. 1. The ablation of TASK-3 potassium channels alters anesthetic sensi-
tivity and eliminates an atropine-sensitive theta oscillation. (A) TASK-3 KO
mice are significantly (P 0.001) less sensitive tohalothane, an anesthetic that
potently activates TASK channels (14, 17–19). (B) In contrast, the loss of
righting reflex caused by cyclopropane, an anesthetic that has no effect on
TASK-3 channels (20), was unchanged (P 0.5). (C) At around loss of righting
reflex concentrations, halothane induced a tunedoscillation in the EEGpower
spectrum in the theta band of frequencies in wild-type animals that was
sensitive to atropine (Inset). (D) TASK-3 KO mice had a strikingly different
phenotype. Halothane did not induce a tuned theta oscillation at any con-
centration. (E) TASK-1 KO mice displayed an identical behavior to wild-type
animals, with halothane also inducing a tuned theta oscillation sensitive to
atropine (see inset). The power spectra shown in panels C–Ewere all obtained
in the presence of 1% halothane. (F) Injection of lidocaine into the medial
septum reversibly inhibited the halothane-induced theta oscillation in wild-
type mice. The Wavelet power spectrum shows the appearance of a theta
oscillation during halothane exposure and its abrupt elimination, and then
recovery, following lidocaine injection. Lidocaine injectionsweremadeon the
midline at a depth from the surface of the skull of 5 mm and 0.8 mm from the
Bregma.








maximum theta power as a function of the speed of the mouse.
The data confirmed that the theta frequency does, indeed,
increase with the speed of the animal, but the data for wild-type
(n 5) and TASK-3 KO (n 5) animals were virtually identical
(Fig. 3C). These data also serve to emphasize that the absence
of TASK-3 channels has selectively ablated one specific type of
theta oscillation.
Natural Sleep and Theta Oscillations During REM Are Fragmented in
TASK-3 KO Animals.Given that network oscillations feature prom-
inently in sleep and that TASK-3 KOmice aremore active during
the nocturnal period (32), we next investigated if the natural
sleep behavior of the mice had been affected. By using miniature
data-logging devices, we recorded the EEG and EMG of mice in
their ‘‘natural’’ home-cage environments over the full sleep-
wake cycle. There was a clear distinction in sleep behavior
between the genotypes (Fig. 4A). As expected, wild-type animals
(black lines in Fig. 4A, n  5) showed a large difference (n  5)
in the levels of wakefulness, non-REM and REM sleep during
the ‘‘lights on’’ 12-h period (natural sleep period) compared with
the ‘‘lights off’’ period (natural wake period). Moreover, the
progression between these different behavioral states was rather
abrupt. The TASK-3 KO animals (n  5), on the other hand,
showed a much slower progression when moving from the
natural wake period to the sleep period. During the first 2 h after
‘‘lights on,’’ the TASK-3 KO animals spent significantly (P 
0.05) more time awake, and significantly (P  0.05) less time in
REM or non-REM, than wild-type mice, but this difference
progressively reduced over time.
When the distributions of sleep episodes were analyzed, we
found that, during the natural wake period, the number and
average length of sleep episodes was not significantly different
(P 0.1 and P 0.5, respectively) for wild-type and TASK-3 KO
mice (Fig. 4B, top graph). In contrast, there was an obvious
difference between the genotypes during the natural sleep
period. Here, the number of sleep episodes for the TASK-3 KO
mice was significantly (P  0.001) larger than for the wild-type
(36.0  3.5 compared with 19.3  2.5), but their durations were
significantly (P  0.005) shorter (655  52 s compared with
1452  180 s). In other words, the sleep episodes were
fragmented.
Fig. 2. Characteristics of theta oscillations in the presence of halothane for
wild-type, TASK-1, and TASK-3 KO animals. Halothane caused a concentra-
tion-dependent decrease in theta frequency in (A) wild-type mice, (B) TASK-1
KO mice, and (C) TASK-3 KO mice. For both (D) wild-type and (E) TASK-1 KO
animals, however, this was accompanied by a marked increase in peak theta
power and the sharpness of the theta peak at and above the concentrations
that induce a loss of righting reflex. This is shown by the plots of the Q-factor
vs. halothane concentration. The Q-factor of a tuned oscillator is defined as
the frequency divided by the full width at half maximum. (F) With TASK-3 KO
mice, halothane did not increase theta power, and the Q-factor did not
change significantly with halothane concentration.
Fig. 3. The theta oscillations that occur when mice explore their environ-
ments, ‘‘exploratory theta,’’ were identical in wild-type and TASK-3 KOmice.
(A) The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) power spectrum of the EEG for mice
movingat2.5 cm/s showeda clear peakat around8Hz,whichwas essentially
identical in wild-type and TASK-3 KO mice. On the left are typical traces
showing the movement of the different genotypes over a 30-min period—as
with the FFT power spectra, nodifferenceswere evident in the activities of the
mice. (B) The top traces show a typical segment of the EEG for a wild-type
mouse with the corresponding speed of the animal averaged over 0.5-s
epochs. The Wavelet power spectrum (see Material and Methods) beneath
showshowthe frequency content of the EEG changeswith timeand illustrates
how trains of theta oscillations (at 8 Hz) are often interrupted when the
animal stops moving. (C) A more detailed analysis reveals that the frequency
at peak theta power shows a significant increase (P 0.05, repeatedmeasures
ANOVA) as a function of the speed of the animal.
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Because the most striking phenotypic difference between the
wild-type and TASK-3 KO animals was the loss of the type II
theta oscillations (Fig. 1 C andD), and because natural sleep had
been disrupted, we next investigated whether the theta oscilla-
tions that occur during REM sleep were also affected. We
calculated the Wavelet power spectrum as a function of time
during periods of sustained REM sleep that occurred during the
natural sleep period (‘‘lights on’’). Increased fragmentation of
the theta oscillations was evident in the Wavelet power spectra
of the TASK-3 KO mice. Fig. 4C shows representative examples
of Wavelet power spectra for the two genotypes, where it can be
seen that in wild-type animals, theta oscillations tend to be less
interrupted. This is shown quantitatively by the autocorrelation
functions shown below (Fig. 4D) calculated on 120-s segments of
data from both wild-type (left graph; n  5) and TASK-3 KO
animals (right graph; n  5). A test between the peak heights in
the autocorrelation functions show a significant difference (P 
0.05) between the wild-type and KO animals.
Discussion
The TASK-3 KO mice were significantly less sensitive to the
general anesthetic halothane. Indeed, they showed the greatest
genetically-engineered decrease in sensitivity to an inhalational
anesthetic yet reported for anesthetic-induced hypnosis (16, 33).
This decrease in halothane sensitivity is comparable with that
observed with TREK-1 KO mice in response to a painful
stimulus (33). The fact that the TASK-3 KO mice displayed an
unchanged sensitivity to cyclopropane, an agent that does not
measurably activate TASK-3 channels (20), supports the idea
that the decrease in halothane sensitivity was a direct conse-
quence of their absence. Thus, involvement of TASK-3 channels
in anesthetic-induced LORR seems likely. A possible role for
anesthetic-activated potassium channels was suggested many
years ago (34). The first such channel that was characterized was
discovered in the pond snail Lymnaea stagnalis (18), and when
recently cloned (17), found to be closely related to mammalian
TASK channels that have been shown to be activated by a variety
of volatile general anesthetics (14, 15). Nonetheless, other
channels, such as GABAA receptors and other two-pore-domain
potassium channels are almost certain to be involved (16, 35, 36),
because at only 40% higher concentrations, the TASK-3 KO
mice are also anesthetized.
The loss of type II theta oscillations in the TASK-3 KO mice
was completely unexpected. This theta oscillation has been
widely studied, using a variety of different anesthetics (4, 6, 8,
37). The increased tuning of the oscillation under halothane
anesthesia implies that the opening of TASK-3 channels pro-
motes neuronal synchronicity. The oscillation is characterized by
its sensitivity to atropine, and it has been postulated to mediate
the processing of sensory stimuli before initiating motor activity
(2–5). The absence of type II theta was specific to the loss of the
TASK-3 channels, because the removal of TASK-1 channels left
the oscillations unchanged.
Our finding that type I exploratory theta oscillations are
identical in the wild-type and TASK-3 KO animals has important
implications for the extent to which the pathways and molecular
mechanisms that mediate the two types of theta oscillations
overlap. Clearly, TASK-3 potassium channels are a necessary
component for type II oscillations but play no evident role in
type I oscillations. Although the circuitry responsible for gen-
erating these oscillations is not certain, it is widely believed that
a pathway from the brainstem, ascending through the hypothal-
amus to themedial septum and hippocampus is involved (1, 6–9).
This is consistent with our observation that the type II theta
oscillation can be reversibly blocked by lidocaine injection into
the medial septum.
Given that the recombinant TASK-1 and TASK-3 channels
have similar biophysical properties with respect to anesthetic
sensitivity (15), why are the deficits in oscillatory activity and
sleep patterns specific to the TASK-3 KO strain? This is probably
because of differences in neuronal expression between the two
genes (38); we surmise that the TASK-1 gene is not expressed,
or not expressed highly, in the neurons either driving or sup-
porting the oscillations. In the adult mouse forebrain the
TASK-3 gene has much stronger expression than TASK-1. In
particular, TASK-3 mRNA is abundant in layers 2 to 6 of the
neocortex, CA1 hippocampal pyramidal cells, dentate granule
cells, and the septum (38, 39); the TASK-3 gene is also expressed
in parvalbumin-positive GABAergic interneurons (40) in the
hippocampus, some subtypes of which aid the generation of theta
oscillations (41, 42). The TASK-1 gene, by contrast, is poorly
expressed in the mouse hippocampus (38). One scenario is that,
as a consequence of losing TASK-3 channels, a change in the
biophysical behavior of a specific type of hippocampal interneu-
Fig. 4. The ablationof TASK-3 channels disrupts natural sleep and fragments
both sleep episodes and theta oscillations. (A) TASK-3 KO mice show a much
slower progression into sleep (both into non-REMand REM) at the start of the
natural sleep period (‘‘lights on’’). During the natural wake period (‘‘lights
off’’) the sleep behavior of the two genotypes is broadly similar. (B) The upper
panel shows that therewere no significant differences in sleep fragmentation
during the natural wake period. During the natural sleep period (lower
panel), however, the TASK-3 KO animals show a fragmented sleep pattern
with significantly more (P 0.001), but significantly shorter (P 0.005) sleep
episodes. (C) REM sleep episodes during the natural sleep period showed a
clear difference in the fragmentation of the theta oscillations. The Wavelet
power spectra show illustrative examples of 40-s segments of EEG during REM
for wild-type and TASK-3 KO mice. The autocorrelations in (D) reflect this
quantitatively and show that thewild-typemice (n 5) displaymore coherent
REM theta oscillations (P  0.05) than do TASK-3 KO mice (n  5). The gray
shading represents the SEM envelope, and the arrows indicate the time at
which a peak in the autocorrelation function is no longer significantly differ-
ent from zero.








ron (e.g., a subtype of parv-positive interneuron) might produce
the selective loss of type II theta with minimal impact on type I
theta. It has recently been shown, for example, that the loss of
TASK-3 channels in cerebellar granule neurons affects their
ability to sustain high-frequency firing of action potentials (43).
Alternatively, TASK-3 channels might govern the regulation of
selective cholinergic input to the hippocampus, so their absence
might disrupt theta oscillations. More work is needed to eluci-
date the cellular mechanism.
Previously, establishing the physiological roles of type II theta
oscillations has been problematic because they are only sustained
when anesthetic is present, or can only be blocked when atropine
is present. Both of these drug treatments will affect neuronal
behavior in ways that do not involve theta oscillations per se.
TASK-3 KO animals should allow us to test hypotheses about
where and when these oscillations might play a role. Whether or
not the theta oscillations that are elicited by various drug
treatments correspond to the theta oscillations that are observed
during specific behavioral states requires further investigation.
Network oscillations and sleep are intimately connected, with
sleep states largely characterized by the frequency and amplitude
of oscillations in the EEG. Transient spindles and K-complexes
appear before sleep onset, and the relative amplitudes of theta
and delta oscillations (together with the EMG) allow REM and
non-REM sleep states to be distinguished. It is too early to be
certain that the absence of type II theta oscillations in the
TASK-3 KO animals is directly responsible for the changes we
observe in sleep behavior. Nonetheless, the differences we see in
both the time to transition into both REM and non-REM sleep,
as well as the fragmentation in the sleep episodes are a strong
indication that modulation of TASK-3 potassium channels is part
of the mechanism used in natural sleep regulation, perhaps via
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (44). Interestingly, atropine
treatment, which blocks type II theta oscillations, also shortens
REM episodes in both cats (45) and rats (46). The fragmentation
of the theta oscillations during REMepisodes is further evidence
of TASK-3 involvement in sleep mechanisms in general and
theta oscillations in particular.
In summary, we have made the surprising discovery that
TASK-3 channels are required for atropine-sensitive type II
theta oscillations. In contrast, they make no contribution to type
I exploratory theta oscillations. Animals lacking these channels
display a reduced sensitivity to the general anesthetic halothane,
have a significantly slower progression into sleep, and exhibit
fragmented sleep behavior. Because of the many ways in which
TASK-3 channels can bemodulated, it is easy to imagine that this
might lead to the regulation of behavior via the promotion or
reduction of theta oscillations.
Materials and Methods
Mice. All experiments were in accordance with the United Kingdom Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act of 1986 and approved by the Ethical Review Com-
mittee of Imperial College London. Animals were housed in a humidity- and
temperature-controlled room, under a 12:12-h light-dark cycle. Water and
foodwereprovidedad libitum. TheTASK-1 (39) andTASK-3KO (43)mice, each
with a disruption of the first coding exon, were as described previously.
Anesthetic-Induced Loss of Righting Reflex. An animal was placed in a cylin-
drical glass chamber (900 mL) and, following a 10-min baseline period with
100% oxygen, the anesthetic was introduced, initially at 0.4% for halothane
or 8% for cyclopropane. The anesthetic concentration was then increased
stepwise (steps of 0.1% for halothane and 4% for cyclopropane), and after 10
min equilibration, LORR was assessed by manually rotating the glass cylinder
and scoring a LORR if the animal had all four feet off the ground for 30 s or
more. The observer was blinded to the genotype of the animal. Each animal
was tested once at each anesthetic concentration. Normothermia was main-
tained using a heat lamp placed 45 cm above the glass cylinder. A quantal
concentration-response curve was calculated using themethod ofWaud (47).
EEG Recording. Surgerywas carried out under halothane (0.8–1.5% in oxygen)
anesthesia. Three gold-plated EEG electrodes (Decolletage AG) were inserted
through the skull onto the dura mater, the first in the frontal bone (1.5 mm
to Bregma, -1.5 mm frommidline), the second in the parietal bone (1.5 mm
to Bregma, 1.5 mm from midline), and the third in the interparietal bone
over the cerebellum (2.0 mm from Lambda, 0.0 mm from midline) for the
reference electrode. Three lengths of Teflon-insulated stainless steel wire
(with the distal 3mmof insulation removed) were inserted in the neckmuscle
for EMGrecording.Once all of the electrodeswere inplace, theywere covered
withdental cement (Orthoresin; DeguDentGmbH). The animalswere allowed
at least 7 days to recover from surgery. The EEG and EMG signals were
recordedonaminiaturedata loggingdevice (48) containinga256MBmemory
chip (http://www.vyssotski.ch/neurologger2). This device was sufficiently
small (about 2 g including batteries) to be attached directly to the animal’s
skull. Four data channels (up to 30 h at 10-bit resolution) could be recorded at
a sampling rate of 400 Hz and were bandpass-filtered (3 db corner fre-
quency) between 1 and 70 Hz followed by high-pass (0.6 Hz, -3db) offline
digital filtering. The recordingdevice allowedEEG-EMGsignals tobe recorded
in free-moving animals, either in an activity monitor or in their home cages,
where data could be recorded during a complete sleep-wake cycle in a natural
and familiar environment.
It should be noted that our EEG measurements were from the cortex, so
that the sleep state of the mice could be determined. Previous work on theta
oscillations has usually been done with rats, often using hippocampal elec-
trodes.However, becauseof the small distancebetween thehippocampusand
the cortex in mice, it is almost certain that oscillations generated in the
hippocampus would be detected by our cortical EEG electrodes.
EEG Analysis. EEG data were analyzed using either conventional FFT power
spectra (Fast Fourier transforms of the autocorrelation function) or Morlet
Wavelet analysis. FFT power spectra were calculated using the program Spike
(Spike 2, v5.14; Cambridge Electronic Design) with the area being normalized
to 100. Where a theta peak was observed, a good fit to the data could be
obtained using a Lorentzian function:
p p0  a022  f f0	2
where p is the EEG power, p0 is a baseline, a0 is the height of the Lorenzian, 
is the half-width at half maximum, f is the frequency and f0 is the peak
frequency. The Q-factor, a measure of the sharpness of the peak, was calcu-
lated as f0/(2).
EEG data were also analyzed using Wavelet transforms (49), which are
appropriatewhen theEEG signal is nonstationary (which is often the case); the
Wavelet power spectrum is the square of theWavelet transform. This method
involves convoluting the EEG signal with a series of ‘‘Daughter’’ wavelets,
which are time-scaled variants of a ‘‘Mother’’ wavelet. In general, thewavelet
transform is defined as:
Ws, 	
1
s  xt	 t s dt
where s and  represent the scale and local center of the wavelet (s, ), and
x(t) is the EEG signal as a function of time. We used the most commonly used




where  is a dimensionless ‘‘time’’ parameter, and 	0 is the dimensionless
wavelet central ‘‘frequency’’ that was set to 6 to satisfy the admissibility
criterion (50). The Wavelet power spectra were calculated using Matlab
(MathWorks) using a script based on that of Torrence and Compo (49).
Sleep Scoring. For the sleep experiments, mice were placed in a temperature-
controlled, sound-proof box illuminated within on a 12:12-h light-dark cycle.
Data were recorded both from animals in their home cages as well as from
animals exposed toanovel environment (anactivity test chamber). In these latter
experiments, aswell as the EEG-EMG signals, the coordinates of the animalwere
recorded using two orthogonal sets of 16 infrared beams (Activity test chamber;
Med Associates) and analyzed with Activity Monitor software (Med Associates).
The activity box was thoroughly cleaned with ethanol between experiments.
The sleep state (rapid-eye-movement sleep, REM; nonrapid-eye-movement
sleep, non-REM; or wake, W) was scored automatically using an established
17550  www.pnas.orgcgidoi10.1073pnas.0907228106 Pang et al.
protocol (51). Briefly, the scoring consisted of filtering the EEG into ‘‘delta’’
(0.5–4 Hz) and ‘‘theta’’ (6–10 Hz) frequency bands and scoring 20-s epochs as
one or other of the three states based on W being periods of high EMG and
intermediate theta/delta ratio, REMbeing periods with high theta/delta ratio
and low EMG and non-REM being periods with high delta waves, low theta/
delta ratio, and low EMG.
Statistics. Unless otherwise stated, Student’s t-test was used to test for signif-
icance. Where shown, errors bars represent the SEM.
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